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Abstract
We present: {1) A multi-scale representation of grey-level shape,
called scale-space primal sketch, which makes explicit both fea
tu res in scale-s pace and the relations between f eatures at differ
en t levels of scale. (2} A theory for extraction of significant im
age structure from this representation. (3} Applications to edge
detection, histogram analysis and junction classification demon
strating how the proposed method can be used for guiding later
stage processing. The representation gives a qualitative descrip
tion of the image structure that allows for detection of stable
scales and regions of interest in a solely bottom-up data-driven
way. In other words, it generates coarse segmentation cues and
ca n be hence seen as preceding further processing, tchich can then
be properly tuned. IVe argue that once such information is avail
able many other processing tasks can become much simpler. Ex
periments on real imagery demonstrate that the proposed theory
yives perceptually intuitive results.

1

Introduction

Scale-space t heory (30, 15) provides a well-founded framework
for dealing with image struct ures, which naturally occur at dif
ferent scales. According to this theory one can from a given
signal generate a family of derived signals by successively remov
ing features when moving from fine to coarse scale. In contras t to
other multi-scale or multi-resolution representations, scale-space
is based on a precise mathematical definition of causality, and the
behaviour of structure as scale changes can be analytically de
scribed. However, the information in the scale-space em bedding
is only implicit in the grey-level values . The smoothed images
in the raw scale-space representation contai n no explicit infor
mation about the features or the relations between features at
different levels of scale.
The goal of this paper is to present such a n explicit represen
tation , called the scale-space primal sketch, and to demonstrate
that it enables extraction of significant image structure in such
a way that the output can be used for guiding later stage pro
cessing. We shall treat intensity images, that is the grey-level
landscape, and the chosen objects will be blobs , i.e. bright re
gions on dark backgrounds or vice versa. However, our theory
applies to any bounded function and is therefore useful in many
tasks occurring in computer vision, s uch as the study of level
cu rves and spatial derivatives in general, depth maps etc, a nd
also, histograms, point clustering and grouping in one or several
variables.
1.1

Scale and Segmentation

~'!any methods in image analysis implicitly assume th a t t he prob
lems of scale detection and segmentation have been solved. An
illustrative example is fo r instance t he well-known trade-off ques
tion arising in g radient calculations: A s mall step size leads to a
small truncation error but the noise sensitivity might be severe.

Conversely, a large step size reduces the noise sensitivity a t the
cost of an increasing truncation error . In the worst case we may
even miss t he slope of interest and get meaningless results if the
difference quotient is formed over a wider distance than the ob
ject to be considered in the image. The problem falls back on
the basic scale problem, namely that objects in the world and
featu res in an image make sense only over a limited range of
scale.
A commonly used technique to improve the results obtained in
computer vision and other branches of applied numerical anal
ysis is by pre-p rocessi ng the input data with some a mount of
smoothing andfor careful tuning of the operator size or some
other parameters. In some situations the output result may de
pend strongly on these processing steps. For some algorithms
these so-called tuning parameters can be estimated ; in other
cases they are set manually. A robust image analysis method,
intended to work in an autonomous robot situa tion , must how
ever be able to make such decisions. How should this be done?
We contend that these problems are in many situations nothing
but disguised scale problems.
Also , in order to apply a refined mathematical model like a dif
ferential equation or some kind of deformable template it is nec
essary to have some kind of qualitative starting information , i.e.,
a domain where the differential equation is (assumed to be) valid
or an initial region for application of the raw deformable tem
plate. How should we select such regions automatically? :\[any
methods cannot be used unless this non-trivial part of the prob
lem has been solved .
How do we detect appropriate scales and regions of interest
when t here is no a priori information available, i.e., how to de
termine the scale of a n object and where to search for it before
knowing what kind of object we are studying and before knowing
where it is located. This problem which a rises implicitly in many
kinds of processes, e.g. dealing with texture, contours etc, seems
to boil down to an impossible ch icken-in-the-egg problem. The
solution of the recognition problem requires the solution of the
scale and region problems and vice versa. In this work , however,
we will show that such scale and region determination actually
can be performed computationally from raw image data by early
low-level processing, at least for regions which stand out from the
surrounding. The basic tools for t he a nalysis will be the scale
space t heory and a variational principle where we vary t he scale
parameter systematically to find locally stable states.
We argue t hat once the scale information is available and once
we have extracted ·' regions of interest" the remaining processing
tasks can be much sim pler . We support this claim by experiments
on edge detection and classification based on local feat ures.
1.2

Detection of Image Structure

The main features arising in the scale-space representation are
smooth regions which stand ou t from their surroundings . \\'e

will call them blobs (a precise definition will be given later). The
purpose of the suggested scale-space primal sketch representation
is to make these blobs as well as their relations across scales ex
plicit. The idea is also that this representation should reflect the
intrinsic shape of the grey-level landscape and not be an effect of
some externally chosen criteria or tuning parameters. The t heory
should in a bottom-up fas hion allow for a data-driven detection
of significan t structures, their relations and t he scales at which
they occur. We will experimentally show that the proposed repre
sentation gives perceptually reasonable results, in which salient
structures are (coarsely ) segmented out. Hence, this represen
tation can serve as a guide to s ubsequent, more finely tuned
processing, that requires knowledge about the scales at which
structures occur. In this respect it can se rve as a mechanism for
focus-of-attention.
Since the representation t ries to capture all the important
st ructures with a small set of primitives, it bears some simi
larity to Marr's primal sketch, even though fewer primitives are
used. However, the central issue here is to explicitly represent
also the scale at which different events occur . In this respect o ur
work addresses problems similar to those studied by Bischof &
Caelli (4). They try to parse the scale-space by defining a measure
of stability. However, thei r work focuses on zero-crossings of the
Laplacian. Moreover , they overlook the fact that in measuring
significance or stability of structures we must treat t he scale pa
rameter properly. The behaviour of structures over scale will be
analyzed to give the basis o f such measurements. Of course, se v
eral other representations of t he grey-level landscape have been
proposed wit hout relying on scale-space theory. Let us also note
that Pizer and his eo-workers, see e.g. (24), have performed st ud
ies of the behaviour of local extrema in scale-space. Howe,·er. we
will defer discussing the relations to other work, see Section 6.1,
until we have described our own methodology.
The idea of scale-space representation of images, suggested by
Witkin (30} has, in particula r, been de\'eloped by Koenderink &
van Doorn (15, 16). Our work is aimed at complementing t his
work by considering t he computationa l aspects and by adding
means of making significant stru ctures and scales explicit. The
main idea behind our approach is to link features at diffe rent lev
els of scale into higher order objects , called scale-space blobs, and
to extract significant image features based on their appearance
a nd stability in scale-space.

2

The Scale-Space Primal Sketch

From experiments one can (visually and subjectively ) observe
that the mai n features arising in t he scale-space representatioH
see m to be blob-like, i.e., they a re regions eit her brighter or
darker than the background. In particular regions, which ap
pear to stand out from the surroundings in the original image,
see m to be further enhanced by scale-space smoothing. In the
suggested scale-space primal sketch we focus on this aspect of
image structure with the purpose of build ing a representation to
make such information in scale-space explicit . Therefo re, there
is a need to formalize what should be meant by a ·'blob''.
2.1

Grey-Level Blobs

It is clear that a blob should be a region associated with a (at
least one) local extremum point. However, it is essential to de
fine the spatial extent of the blob region around the extremum.
Ehrich & Lai (10) considered this problem. They allowed peaks
to extend to valleys, a definition that will gi\'e unintuiti\'e results
e.g. for small peaks on large slopes. I\oenderink & \'an Doorn

(15) briefly touch upon the problem and our definition is inspired
by their argument.
The blob definition we base this work on should be e\·ident
from Figure 1. The basic idea is to let the blob extend '·until

blob Supporl r <91on

Figure 1: /lluslralton of our grey-level blob definilron for a two
dim ensional signal.
ground).

{This figure shows bright blobs
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it would merge with another blob". To intuitively illu strate this
notion con sider a grey-level image at a fixed level of scale, and
study the case with bright blobs on dark background. Imagine
the image function as a flooded grey-levellandscape. If the water
level sinks gradually, peaks will appear. At some instances two
different peaks become connected. The corresponding elevation
levels or grey-levels we call the base-levels of the blobs, and are
used to the delimit the spatial extent of the blobs. The support
region of a blob is defined to consist of those points that have a
grey-level exceeding the base-level a nd can be reached from the
local maxim um point without descendi ng below the base-level of
the blob. In this sense the blob definition can be regarded as
rather conservative, since no attempt is made to include points
in other directions. Finally, we define the grey-level blob to be
the 30 volume delimited by the grey-level surface and the base
level. lts magnitude comprises both the amplitude and the spa
tial extent of the blob. Precise mathematical definitions of these
quantities are gi,·e n in (19).
Local minima can be treated analogously and every local min
imum point will give rise to a dark blob on bright background.
Hence, we get separate systems for bright blobs on dark back
ground and dark blobs on bright background. This implies that
some points will be left uncl assified . Consequently, the given def
inition will, in contrast to, e.g. the sign of the Laplacian of the
Gaussian, only attempt to make a partial (and hopefully safer )
classification of the grey-level landscape.
Blobs are not purely local features. as are extrema, but re
gional. An inherent property of the stated defini tion is that it
leads to a competition between parts, and that thi ngs manifest
themselves only compared to their background. Also, the blobs
are directly determi ned from geometric properties of the grey
level function since the base-level is attained at a saddle point.
These aspects reflect important principles of the approach.
2.2

Scale-Space B lobs

In general , a grey-level blob existing at one level of scale in scale
space will have a similar blob both at a finer a nd a coarser level
of scale. By linking together such grey-level blobs across scales
we obtain -tO objects wit h extent both in space, scale and grey
level that we call sca le-space blobs. At some levels of scale in
scale-space it may be impossible to accomplish a single link be
twee n a grey-le\'el blob at the current level of scale to a similar
grey-level blob at a coarser or finer scale - a catastrophe af
fecting the connectivity of the blobs has occurred. According

3

Figure 2: ( a) By linking t oge ther s un ilar gre y-level blobs at adja ce nt
levels of scale we obtain ( b) scale- s pa ce blobs, which an! objec ts having
exten t both m space, scale and grey-level. {In tht s jigu n! we ha ve om itt ed
th e grey-leve l coo rdinate.)

to a classification 1 by Koenderink & van Doorn ( 16] three pos·
si ble types of (generic) blob events may occur when the scale
parameter increases: annihilation, merge and split. The scale
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Figure 3: Co mmon blob eve nts m scale-space: ( a) anr11hlfation {b)
m erge {c) split.

levels where these singularities take place are used for delim
iting the extent in the scale di rection of the scale-space blobs.
Consequently, every scale-space blo b will be associated with a
minimum scale and a maximum scale, de noted the appea rance
scale and the dis appea rance scale respectively, see Figure 2. The
diffe rence2 between t hese values yields the scale -space lifetime of
the blob.
2.2.1

Motivation and Exp e rimental R esults

It is easy to reali ze that t he concept of a grey-level blob a t a
single level of scale is not powerful enough to allow for extraction
of relevant image structures. It leads to an extreme degree of
noise se nsitivity, si nce two closely situ ated local extre ma will
neutralize each other. This means that a large peak distor ted by
a few superimposed low-amplitude local extrem a will be hard to
detect as one unit , because on a fir st attempt only the fine scale
blobs will be found. To some ex tent this kind of problem can be
circumvented by scale- space blurring. But, it is certainly a far
from trivial problem to determine a proper amount of smoothing,
automatically, based on existing conventio nal methods.
In Figure 4 we give an example with a toy block image s how
ing how (the support regions of) t he extracted grey-level blobs
behave with increasing scale toget her with t he raw grey-level im·
ages in the scale-space representation. We see that at fine levels
of scale mainly small blobs, due to noise and surface texture.
are detected. When the scale increases the noise blobs disappear
gradually, although much faster in regions near steep gradients .
:\otable in this context is that blobs due to noise can survi ve
for a long time in scale·space if located in regions with slowly
varying grey-level intensi ty. This observati on shows t hat s cale 
space lifetime alone is not appropriate as a sign ifica nce measure,
'The de rivation given by Koende rink, van Doorn is based on a diffe rent
blob definition tha n t he definition used in this pape r. Ho wever. sin ce both
these blo b concepts a re di rectly deter mined by local extrema it follows that
t he possible types of blob events in scale-space will bc the same.
2

ft turns out th at some tran sformatio n of the scale param eter is necessary

in order for the diffe re nce between scale values to capt ure the co ncept of
scale-space lifetime "prope rly ". This issue is developed in Section 2.3.
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Figure 4: Grey-let•el and grey- level blob rmages of the toy block imag e
at scalelevels t = 0, I , 2, ./, 8, 16, 92, 64, 128, 256, 5 1!! and 1024 {fro m
lop left to bottom rrght ). The grey-level tmages have beerr htst ogram
equalr:ed 1n o rder t o rrrcrease the co11trast.

since then the significance of such blobs due to noise would be
substantially overestimated 3 . At coarse levels of scale, the toy
blocks appear as single blob objects. Finally, at very coarse levels
of scale, adjacent blocks become grouped into larger entities.
The aim with the suggested blob linking between scales is to
determine which structures in an image can be regarded as sig
nificant. without any a priori information about neither scale,
spatial location nor the shape of the primitives. As we wiU see
late r , the output from the linking procedure also enables determi
nation of a relevant scale for each blob, that is a suitable amount
of blurring fo r dealing with that individual4 blob.
The idea behind this combination of grey-level blobs a nd scale
space smoothing is that instead of trying to design "an intel
ligent blob detector" to handle difficult situations as the case
a bove with superimposed local extrema, we establish a simple
blo b definition based on distinct topographical properties of the
signal. Then. we use the scale-space embedding to integrate local
properties into regional descriptors, and to make the hierarchi
cal relations between features at different levels of scale explicit.
.-\nother aspect of this definition of a scale-space blob is that we
trea t the scale parameter ns equally important as the spatial and
gre y-let·el coordinates, and the primitives of our representation
are objects ha ving extent not only in grey-level and space , but
also i n scale.
2.3

Measuring Significant Image Structure

Since the ultimate goal of the analysis is to extract important
regions in the image based on the significance of the scale- space
blobs in the scale-space representation , there is an absolute need
for some methodology for comparing blob significance between
different levels of scale. In other words, wha t we actu ally desire
is a mechanism to judge if a blob, exis ting only at coarse scales,
can be regarded as more significant or less ~i!!,Hificant than a
blob present primarily at fine scales. The approach we propose
is to use the volume of the scale-space blobs in scale-space. We
suggest that it is a useful quantity for such a significance measure,
since it comprises both the grey-level blob volume, which is a
combi nation of t he contrast , spatial extent and lifetime of the
blob in scale-space, see also Section 3.1.
However , if one is to base a significance measure on the scale
space blob volume, it is of crucial importance that the scale pa
rameter and the grey-level blob volume are measured in proper
units. For instance, measuring scale-space lifetime just by a sim
ple difference or a difference of the logarithms between the disap
pearance and appearance scales will not work , since then either
the importance of coarse scale or fine scale blobs would be sub
st antially overestimated.
Consequently, it is necessary to introduce a transformed scale
parameter, which we will term effective scale T. that captures
the scale-space lifetime properly. From a requirement that the
amount of structure, which is destroyed if the effective scale pa
rameter is increased with a small increment , shou ld be indepen
dent of the current scale and the current amount of structure in
the image we have shown [19] that this concept can be defined
3 0f course, the contrast of suc h noise blobs decreases, but it is far from
clear that it is possible to set a globally valid thres hold on objective g round .
• We emphasize the word individual since we believe that •table .cafes
u:hen they exist ore in local propertie• aHociated with object• - not with
enllre image•. However. the assumption abou t a glo bally stable scale is
sometimes used implicitly in co mputer vision algorithms, for instance when
edge detec tion is performed with uniform smoothing all ove r an image. In
stead we believe that better performance can be accomplished if the scale
levels are adapt ed to the local image s tructure, sec Section 4 fo r an example.

in essentially one way only. One obtains
r(t) =log p(O)

( 1)

p(t)

where the quantity p(t) is the "expected density of local extrema
at scale t". For implementational purpose p ( t ) is est imated from
simulation results for point noise images, see Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Experimenta l results showmg th e number of local extrema
as function of the sca le parameter t an log-log s cale (a) meas ured ea lues
{b) acc•mu/ated mean values. The dash ed /me andrcal es the value at
t
0. Note that a stra1ght-/rne approx1mat1on IS valid only m the
rntenor part of the scale anterval. In the left part we have rnterference
wrth the mner scale , gt~en by th e sampling denstty, and the rrghl part
there rs interfere nce w1lh the out er scale, grven by the s r:e of th e rma ge.
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Similarly, the grey-level blob volumes need to be transformed ,
since their expected magnitude will vary substantially with scale.
A natural normalization to perform is to subtract the mean value,
Vm( t) , and divide by t he standard deviation, Vu ( t).

(2)
However, such a quantity is not s uited for integration ( which is
a necessary step in the computation of the scale- space blob vol
umes) , since it will assume negative values. Therefore, in the cur
re nt implementation, we have chosen to define the transformed
blob volume as

V

trau

f..t) _ { 1 + Vrran•f, prel if Vtran•f, prtl ~ 0
evlran•J. prcl
otherwise

(3 )

which empi rically turns out to give reasonable results. As in the
previous case, Vm(t ) and Vu(t ) are determined from simula tion
results for point noise images, i.e. we es timate to wh ich extent
accidental groupings take place in scale-space and compensate
for this phe nome non.
In this context it is of con siderable importance to take the
discrete aspects of implementation into actual account. Direct
a pplication of results obtained from the scale-space theory for
continuous signals could give a severe bias at finer levels of scale
where the effects from the spatial sampling can be strong. For
instance, in continuous t heory (for normal processes) it holds that
t he density of local extrema varies with scale approximately as t 0
[19]. which means that the trans formation function r( t ) would be
logarithmic (and the graph in Figure 5 would be a s traight line) .
Then , blobs existing at t = 0 would be given infinite lifetime and
thereby also infinite significance. Dy using a scale-space concept
es pecially designed for discrete signals , see [18], and by simulating
the relevant quantities, we try to overcome such problems .
2.4

Resulting Representation

To summarize, the data structure we propose is a tree-like multi
scale representation of blobs at all levels of scale in scale-space
in cluding th e relations betwee n blobs at differe nt levels of scales.

s
Grey-level blobs should be extracted at all scales, the bifurcations
occurring in scale-space be explicitly registered and grey-level
blobs stable over scales be linked across scales into the higher
order objects called scale-space blobs.
Since this representation tries to capture the significant fea
tures and events occurring in scale-space with a small set of
primitives we call it a scale-space primal sketch. Every scale
space blob contains explicit information about which grey-level
blobs it consists of. The grey-level blobs are given at (sampled)
scale levels obtained from an adaptive scale linking and refine
ment p rocedu re outlined in Section A.2. Further. the (normal
ized) scale-space blob volume, the appearance scale, the disap
pearance scale and the scale-space lifetime have been computed
(using st raightforward numerical techniques). The scale-space
blobs "know" about the type of bifurcations (annihilation , split,
merge) that have taken place at the appearance and disappear
a nce scales . They also have links to the other scale-s pace blobs
in\•olved in the bifurcation processes. Hence, the data. structure
we have computed explicitly descri bes the hierarchical relations
between blobs at different levels of scale.
In the next section we will show how some directly available
information from this representation can be used for extraction of
significant image structure. Further applications for tuning later
stage processing and guiding the focus-of-attention are given in
Sections -1-.s and [20].

3

Detecting Significant Structures and Their Scales

One motivation for this research was to investigate if the scale
space model really allows for determination and detection of
global and stable phenomena. In this section we will demonstrate
that this is indeed possible and that the presented representation
can be used for ext racting stable scales and regions of interest
from a.u image, iu a solely data-<.lriv<!u way. Thl! trcat111tmt is
based on the assumption that:
• Features, which are significant in scale-space. correspond to
relevant details in the image.
~lore precisely, since the primitives we intend to use are scale
space blobs we formulate it as follows:

A ss umption 1 A scale-space blob having a large scale-space vol
ume in scale-space corresponds to a relevant region in the image.
A scale-space blob will in general exist over some scale interval
in scale-space. When there is a need to reduce the amount of data.
represented and to select an appropriate scale and a spatial region
for a scale-space blob we make use of the following postulates:
Assumption 2 The scale -level, at which a scale-space blob as
sumes its maximum grey-level blob volume, is a relevant scale for
treating that individual blob.
Assumption 3 The spatial extent of a scale-space blob can be
represented by the blob support region corresponding to its grey
level blob at the relevant scale.
Delow, we will give experimental results showing that t hese s tate
ments, combined with a careful computational treatment of the
scale-space, segment out perceptually relevant image regions.
3.1

Motivation for the Assumptions

:\central issue in low-level vision concerns what shou ld be meant
by --image struct ure". In other words. which features in an im
age s hould be regarded as important, and which ones can be

rejected as noise. Notably, Lowe [21] defines structure based on
non-accidentalness. However, such an approach requires a. prob
abilistic model of the situation. It is well known that it is difficult
to find a statistical model generally valid for the image formation
process.
In this work we take an alternative viewpoint and suggest a
definition of structure based on features, which are stable with re
spect to ( appropriately selected) transformations andjor param
eter variations. For this specific treatment the transformation
family of interest is t he semi-group of convolution transforma
tions associated wi t h the scale-space smoothing. The parameter
we vary is the scale parameter. We think that features stable,
or invariant, with respect to variations in scale can be regarded
as significant. In more general situations one could also imag
ine the probing transformation as given by variations in viewing
distance ( focu sing), spatial resolution, regularization parameters
etc.
One can motivate such a. standpoint by a. p ragmatic argument.
If a. feature is to be useful for recognition it must necessarily
be stable with respect to small d istu rbances. Otherwise it can
hardly be p ractically useful, since then, it inherently cannot be
computed accurately. This definition of structure in terms of
transformational invariance also induces a st raightforward and
general method for detecting significant image features, namely
by subjecting the image to systematic parameter variations. In
line with that idea we believe that t hose features, that are the
most stable ones during such a parameter variation process. can
be regarded a. strong candidates for being useful for later pro
cessing and possibly recognition.
Of course, the reverse statement does not hold . There are
many other sou rces o f information, e.g., lines in line-drawings .
that are not captured by a. blob concept and scale-space smooth
ing. In this work we focus mainly on one aspect of image struc
ture. namely regions that are brighter or darker than the back
ground and stand out from t he surrounding.
The approach is closely related to Witkin's [30] observation
about correspondence between stability in scale-space and per
ceptual salience. However. here we base the stability measure on
the scale-space blob volumes instead of the scale-space lifetime.
The intention is that this choice also should reflect the size of the
blobs and how strongly they manifest themselves with respect to
the background. As mentioned in Section 2.2.1 we have observed
that small blobs due to noise can su rvive over large range of scales
if they are located in regions with slowly varying grey-level.
Because of complexity arguments, the entire parameter varia
tion information from the low-level modu les cannot not be trans
ferred to modules intended to perform higher-level processing
tasks. Instead we t hin k t hat low-level modules working after t his
paradigm should be able to extract s table intervals. and that it
should suffice to determine a representative descriptor for each
important stability region.
The second a nd third assumptions express such a desire to
represent a scale-space blob with a grey-level blob at a single level
of scale in order to have a. more compressed 5 representation 
an abstraction for further processi ng. We believe that a relevant
scale of a scale-space blob should be a scale where the grey
level blob manifests itself ..as its best''. i.e. , it should be the scale
level where the blob response ..is maximally strong". Empirically,
we have found that this suggested scale value will give a good
description of t he situation. It turns out that it often will be
' Worth noting is also that Assumption 2 implies a. projection from 4D
scale-space blob to a 3D grey-level blob and Assu mption 3 a projection from
the 3D grey-level blob to its 2D blob support region.

close to the appearance scale of the scale-space blob.

3.2

.......-..

rr \ \

Bas ic Extraction M etho d fo r Image Structure

The basic methodology, in our suggested algorithm for extrac
tion of important image str ucture, should be obvious from the
previous presentation.
• Generate the suggested multi-scale representation , where
blobs are extracted at all levels of scale and linked across
scales into scale-space blobs.
• Compute the volume of each scale-space blob based on the
notions of effective scale and transformed grey-level blob vol
umes.
• For each scale-space blob determine the scale where it as
sumes its maximum grey-level blob volume, and extract the
blob support region of the grey-level blob at that scale.
• Sort the scale-space blob in descending significance order ,
i.e., with respect to their scale-space blob volumes.
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Figure 7: Tire SO mos t srg nrfican t dark blobs from a t eleph one and
calculator rmage.

,.
F igu re 6: The SO most srgruficant dark blobs from a toy block rmage .
.Vote how these images have betn produced - they are not just blob
rmages at a f ew le vels of scale. Instead eve ry blob has been marked at
rts representative scale, that rs the previo usly mentioned scale where the
sca le-space blob assumes rts maxrmum grey-level blob volume . Finally,
( the sup port regions of) the blobs have bee n drawn 111 drf!er ent rmages
as to avoid overlap.

In Figures 6-8 we show the results for three different images
with toy blocks, a telephone and a calculator and a dot pattern.
The reader is encouraged to study them carefully. For display
purpose we have extracted the N scale-space blobs having the
largest blob volumes. As we see, the blocks a re extracted from
the toy block scene. Also, the groups of adjacent blocks and the
imperfections in the image acquisition near the boundaries are
pointed out. In the telephone scene the buttons, the keyboa rd.
the calculator, the cord and the receiver are detected as single
units. Finally, in the dot pattern image the algorithm finds all
dots and performs those groupings we find perceptually reason
able. In order to show the spatial relations between the blobs at
the \'arious levels of scale we have also drawn the blob boundaries
from these examples in Figure 9.
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Figu re 8: The SO most s rgn rficant dark blobs from a dot pattern rmage.

Figure 9: Blob bounrlarr es of the SO most significant dark blobs in (a)
th e toy block rmage (b) th e telephon e and calculator rmage and (c) :.Ire
dot pattern rmage.

Let us conclude by stressing that we extract the intrinsic shape
of the grey-/eve/landscape in a completely bottom-up data-driven
way without any assumptions about the shape of the primitives
(except for the fact that t he scale-space smoothing favours blob
like objects, since it is equivalent to correlation with a Gaussian
shaped kernel). The segmentation we get is coarse in the sense
that the localization of object boundaries may be poor, due to the
natural shape distortions which occur in scale-space. However ,
the segmentation is safe in the sense that those regions, who
are given by the scale-space blobs with large scale-space volume,
really serve as landmarks of significant structure in the image,
with information about
• the approximate location and extent of relevant regions in
the image.
• an appropriate scale for treating those regions.
This is exactly the kind of coarse information 6 that is necessary
for many higher-level processes, see e.g. the application to edge
detection in Section 4.
3 .4

Furthe r Tre at me nt o f the G e n e r a t e d H y p o thesis

The number of scale-space blobs N selected for display above is,
of course, rather arbitrary. However, note that there is a well
defined ranking between the blobs. If one stu dies their signifi
cance values, see [ 19], one can observe that those blobs we regard
as the most important ones have significance values standing out
from the other ones. Hence, it seems plausible that a few im
age regions could be extracted just based on this obser vation. In
more general situations t here is a need for feed-back or reasoning.
The output from this algorithm should not be over-estimated.
Since the results come from a low-level processing module t hey
should be interpreted as such, namely as indicators signalling
that "there might be something there of about that s i=e - now
some other module should take a closer look". From t his view
point it can be noted how well the extracted regions descr ibe t he
images in the previous examples, considering that the blobs have
been extracted almost without any a priori information.
In principle we think that a reasoning process, working on this
output could operate in either of two possible modes:
1. Use a threshold on the significance measure. In a real system
such a threshold could in some applications be set from given
context information and expectations.

2. Evaluate the generated hypothesis in decreasing order of sig
nificil.nce, i.e. , t ry to analyze them one by one in a feed-back
loop. Continue as long as the hypotheses deliver meaningful
interpretations fo r the higher-level modules.
Anot her inherent property with this representation is that it does
not have any limiting requirement that there is just one possible
interpretation of a situation. Instead, given some region in space.
several hypotheses may be generated and active for it (or parts
of it) concerning str uctures at different levels of scale.

4

Applicati on t o Ed ge Det ection

As one application of the suggested representation we present an
integration of the output from the scale-space primal sketch with
6
The scale-space primal sketch conta.ins much mor. information than is
presented in this rudimentary output. For instance w e have not illustrated
the registered blob bifurcations in scale-space. :'ior have we shown or made
use of the hierarchical relations between blobs at different levels of scale
induced by the blob events. This information is however explicit in the

computed representation .

an edge detection method known as edge focu sing, developed by
Dergholm [2, 3]. The leading idea is to use the output scale in
formation to guide an edge detection scheme working at an adap
tively determined level of scale. We demonstrate that this task
can be relatively easy and that there is no need for thresholding
on gradient magnitude, since the image has been subjected to an
appropriately selected amount of blurring. Hence, the detection
step will be safe, but the localization could certainly be poor due
to the natural shape distortions, that occur at coarser levels of
scale in scale-space. However , t he localization can be improved
using the edge focusing method, which t races the safely detected
edges at coarse levels of scale to corresponding and better local
ized edges at fine r levels of scale. Hence, the resulting method
will achieve a good compromise between the two conflicting goals
in edge detection , namely eliminating the noise without distort
ing the localization of the edges.
We do not maintain that this part of the presentation describes
any "optimal way" to solve every occurring su bproblem. Instead
the inten tion is to illust rate the idea about how a connection
betwee n the scale-space primal sketch with other modules can
be done. The application supports the claim we make, that if
the image contains significant structures, which stand out from
the surrounding, then they are extracted in such a way that the
output information from the scale-space primal sketch is useful
for further processing.
4 .1

Edg e D e t ection a t a Proper Scale

Dy intention we use a si mple edge detector , since we want to illus
trate how this problem becomes easier once the earlier mentioned
scale and region information is available. The image is smoothed
to the scale level given by a significant blob from the scale-space
primal sketch. Then a non-maximum-suppression step is per
formed on Sobel gradients to get thin edges. To suppress spuri
ous noise points at the finest le\'els of scale we accept only edge
segments of length exceeding 2 pixels.
4. 2

M a t c h ing B lobs to E d g es

Our matching procedure for associating blobs wit h edges is based
on three conditions about spatial coincidence:
I. Geometric coincidence. The edge segment should "encircle" or be
"i ncluded" in the blob. Let B be the set of pixels contained in the
support region of a blob and let E be the set of pixels covered by

an edge segment. Further, given any region R define the quantities
X m in , Zmar by
Xmon(R)

=(z,y)E
min .r ;
R

Xmaz(R)

=( rmax
z;
,y)ER

(4)

and the quantities Ymin , Yma r analogously. An edge segment E
will be regarded as a matching candidate of a blob B if

Zmin(E) :5 Xm az(B); Xmaz(E) :2: Zmin(B)
Ymin(E) :5 Ymaz(D); Ymar(E ) :2: Ym on(B)

(5)

In order to reduce the directional sensitivity of this criterion it is
suitable to requi re that similar conditions hold also in a coordinate
system rotated by 45 degrees.
2. The edge segment should not be too far from the blob boundary.
In other words, it should comprise at least some pixellocated near
the boundary of the blob. We state the condition
min

( z.-.y,; )Ee; ( zs ,ya )EB

J(zt:- .ro)2 +(YE - Yo)2::;

d~t)
2

(6)

where d(t) is a typical spatial length at the cu rrent level scale,
here, set to the squa re root of an experimentally determined blob
area, Am (t), at that scale, see [19] for further details.

3. An edge segment closely related to one particular blob should not
be associated with other blobs. We compute a Voronoi diagram
of the grey-level blob image at the given level of scale and require
the edge segment to have at least one pixel in common with the
Voronoi region associated with the grey-level blob.
For an edge segment to be accepted as a matching candidate
of a blob it must satisfy all these criteria. Hence, the matching
is relatively restrictive. But again, the situation is improved by
the fact that it is performed at a pro per scale. Once we know
that a spatial region has given rise to a large blob at some level
of scale, it seems very improbable that conflicting edges should
appear in the edge image at t he same level of scale, since most
interfering fine-scale structures ought to be suppressed by the
scale-space smoothing. The main problem with this matching
procedure is that it does not comprise any mechanism for break
ing up long edge segments into shorter ones. This means that the
edge segments at coarser levels of scale may be very long, and
spread far from the boundary of the actual blob , see the example
in Figure 10.
4.3

'
'

B lob-Initiated Edge F ocusing

.
.

~

The basic principle in edge focusing [2, 3] is to detect edges at
a coarse level of scale in scale-space and to trace them to finer
level of scale. In this application we initiate the focusing proce
dure from several scale levels, since the significant blobs from the
scale-space primal sketch manifest themselves at different scales.
Hence, we pre-sort the blobs in decreasing sca le order. We start
with the coarsest scale blob, detect edges at that level of scale
and match the obtained edges to the blob. This gives the input
for the focusing procedure, that foUows these edges to the scale
given by the second blob. The edge detection and matching steps
are repeated at this new level of scale and the resulting edges are
added to the output from the previous focusing step. This new
edge image, serves as input for another fo cusing procedure, trac
ing the edges to the next finer level of scale etc.
Figure 10 iUustrates some steps from this composed procedure
a pplied on the telephone and calculator image. In order to reduce
the number of blob hypotheses treated we have used a threshold
on the significance value. The final result is shown in the lower
right corner of Figure 10. Observe that this method, which we
call blob-initiated edge focusing. is not just another edge detector,
but that the resulting edge segments a re more meaningful enti
ties, since a coarse grouping has already been performed and the
edges are associated with significant dark blobs and explicit scale
information. Note that label information for the edge segments
can be easily inherited during the edge focu sing process .
With this experiment using the output from the scale-space
primal sketch to cont rol an edge focusing procedure, we have
eliminated two of the tuning parameters in the edge focusing
algorithm, namely the initial scale for edge detection and the
threshold on gradient magnitude. What remains undetermined
is the stop scale down to which the edge focusing should be per
formed. In this work it has been throughout set to t = 1, a
scale where the discretization effects start to become important,
see also [18]. It seems plausible that some further guidance for
this selection could be obtained by study ing the behaviour of the
focused edges in scale-space, compare with the classification of
diffuse edges in [3].
This integrat ion of the two algorithms exemplifies the previ
ously mentioned guidance of the focus-of-attention. .\'ote that
the processing initiated by the scale-space primal sketch is per
formed only for a small subset of the image data. Hence, the
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Figure 10: flluslratron of the co mposed blob-edge focusing procedure
f or the telephone and calculator 1mage. The left column shows the
actiVe blob hypothesis . !Is blob suppo rt reg1on has been marked w1lh
black. The middle column shows the edge 1mage at the scale level gwen
by the previous blob. The matching edge segments have been drawn
black , while the other ones are grey. The right column shows the result
after focusing , just before a new blob is cons •dere d. The 1mage in th e
lower right corner shows the output result, I.e. edges related to the dark
blobs m the image. The scale and Significance va lues for the d•fferen t
blobs are from lop to bottom (101 .6, 1{1}, (50.8, 252.8), (32.0, ll. 4).
(!15..{. 660.9). ( /{ .9, 40.8). (6 . .(, 6.9.6) and (1.3, 1'1.2) respecl 1cely.
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resulting method closely follows the idea of a '·focused beam",
derived by T sotsos [27] from complexity arguments.

5

Histogram Analysis and Junction Classification

The scale-space primal sketch is well suited for automated clus
ter detection, since it is designed for detection of bright blobs on
dark background and vice versa. Hence, it lends itself as a natural
module for peak detection in algorithms based on histogramming
techniques. Although it is well-known that histogram-based seg
mentation hardly can be expected to work globally on entire im
ages, such methods can often give useful results locally in small
windows, where only a few regions of different characteristics are
present. In Figures 11-12 we illustrate how it can constitute a
helpful tool in such histogram modality analysis of multispectral
data. We have accumulated histograms 7 of the chroma informa
tion and used the scale-space primal sketch to detect peaks and
clusters in the histograms. We see that the extracted blobs in
duce a meaningful partitioning of the histogram corresponding
to regions in the image with distinctly different colours.
Figure 12: Srmilar histogram-based colou r segmen tall on of a detarl
from an office scene. The rmage shows a small wmdow from a book
case wrth two binders (yellow and blue) on a shelf made of wood. (a)
Grey-level image. (b) Chroma histogram. (c) /Joundarres of the 5 most
signrficant blobs. ( d)- {h) Backprojeclrons. The displayed blobs have sig
rrrficance 187.9 (b lue binder, large blob), 173.7 {blue brnder. small blob),
170.1 (yellow binder), 80.6 {shelf) and 66.7 (ye llow binder and shelf).
As we see, two blobs corresponding to the blue brnder have been detected.
Th is is a common phenomenon in th e scale -space pnmal sketch, that
arises because a large blob merges wrth a small ( insignrfi canl} blob and
forms a new scale-space blob. Two such duplrcale blobs correspondmg
to the yellow binder {sign rfica nce 18.0) and the shelf (s rgnrficance 17.9)
have been suppressed. The remarnrng blobs had srgn rficance 2.5, 2.0,
2.0, 2.0, /.2, /. 2, /.2. /./and less.

Figure 11: 1/rstogram-based colour segmentation of a frurt bowlrmage:
(u) Crey-levelrmage. {b) Histogram over the chroma rnfo rmatr on. {c)
/Jourrdarres of the 6 most srgrrificant blobs detected by the scale-space
f>r·rmal ske tch. (d)-(i) /Jackprojeclions of the different hrstogmm blobs
to the origrn al image {in decreasing order of sigrrificarrce). The pixels
correspo ndrng to the various blobs have been marked in black. {The
regrorr in Figure {f) is the union of the regions in Figures (d), (e) and
(r)). The signrficance values of the accepted blobs were 42.6 (back
ground), 8.3 (grapes), 3.6 {oranges), 3.1 (apples), 3.0 {bowl) and for
the reJected blobs 2.0 and less (2.0, 1.9, 1.8, 1.4, 1.3, 1.1, 1.1, 1.1, .. .).
Of course, there is a decision finally to be made about which
peaks in the histogram should be considered sign ificant. How
e,·er, we believe that the significance values given by the scale
space blob volumes reflect the situation in a manner useful for
such reasoning. In these examples (single) thresholds were set
manually in -gaps" in the sequences of significance values, see
the captions of Figures 11-12.
'The colour images ha ve been converted from the usual RGD format to
the ClEu·v• 19i6 format, which separates the intensity and the chroma
information. The histogram is formed only over the chroma information,
ignoring the intensity information.

It can also be noted that this peak detection concept will be
less sensitive to quantization effects in the histogram acquisition
than many traditional peak detection methods. The problems
due to too fine a quantization in the accumulator space will be
substantially reduced, since the scale-space blurring will lead to
a propagation of information between different cells . Thus. e\'en
though the original histogram may have been acquired using "too
many and too small" accumulators, large scale peaks will be de
tected anyway, since the contents of their cells will merge to large
scale blobs in scale-space after sufficient amounts of blurring.
Finding peaks in histograms is a problem arising in many con
texts. llrunnstrom et al. [6] have shown that a reliable classifica
tion of junctions can be performed by a nalysis of the modality of
the intensity and di rectional histograms, combined with an ac
tive focusing procedure, which varies t he resolution and the size
of the window around the candi date junction point O\'er which
the histograms are formed. A critical step in t his method is to de
termine the modality of the appearing local histograms. \ \'e be
lieve that a simila r scale-space primal sketch fo r one-dimensional
signals would be a useful tool in such analysis.
The junction classification algorithm also has to deal with an
indirect scale problem, since one needs to determine the initial
window size for the focusing procedure. We are currently in\'es
tigating how a combination of regions extracted from the scale
space primal sketch of the grey-level image can be used together
with interest points prod~ced by some other method. A matching
step has to be performed. Then we propose that an approximate
window size can be set gi\'en that we know the size of the blob
and ha\'e the scale information explicit. The precise window size
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• Ranking of events in order of sign ificance.

e.g. Levine [I i], Crowley & Sanderson (8], C rowley & Parker (9]
and Durt & Adelson (i]. The texton theory proposed by Julesz.
see (13, 14] and (28], essentially also treats the blob detection
problem. There are finally a number of representations based on
intensity changes, e.g. Marr (22], Bergholm (2, 3] and Watt (29]
and approaches working at higher levels, like Saund's (25] token
based symbolic grouping. Of interest is also the approach by
Haralick et.al. (12], which allows a more detailed representation.
but only at a single spatial scale.
Our approach differs from t hese in t hree important aspects.
Fir st, our rep resentation can be seen as preceding e.g. the edge
based schemes in that it selects the approp riate scales and re
gions, intrinsically defined by the image itself, in a complemen
tary data-driven manner . Secondly, it is a hierarchic represen
tation of the structures a t a// scales in t he image with explicit
information about t hei r significance and relations. f'inally, it is
derived in a formal way using the well-defined notions of scale
space, which allow a precise analysis of the behaviour of struc
tu re. Hence. we can study how events at different scales can be
related in a well-defined manner.

• Generation of hypotheses for grouping and segmentation.

6.2

can finally be determined from a stability analysis, where the
window size is varied around the initial value. We are also in
vestigating if and how the blob information can assist already
in the phase of detecting interest points. Some preliminary re
sults about this integration of the scale-space primal sketch as to
control the junction classification method are reported in (6, 20].

6

Summary and Discussion

The representation that we build is similar to the primal sketch
suggested by Marr (22, 23], in the sense that it is a two
dimensional representation of the significant grey-level st ructu res
in the image. It is also computed under extremely weak assum p
tions. However, besides that it is a region-based and not an
edge-based representation it is more qualitative, without strong
assumptions about the shape of the primitives. Moreover, the
proposed representatio n consists of coarse featu res like blobs rep
resented at multiple scales, and allows for
• Automatic detection of salient (stable) scales, if they exist.

This implies that candidate regions for further processing are
generated , as well as information about the scale. \Ve see that
the representation gives clues to subsequent analysis and , hence,
it can guide focus-of-attention mechanisms.
We have also tried to demonstrate the effects of one as we
believe very promising methodology, namely that simple meth
ods and qualitative reasoning can perform surprisingly well if the
treatment is performed at a proper scale and over an appropri
ately selected region in space. provided that the sampling density
is su fficient to clearly resolve the phenomena we a re studying8 .
f'or instance, the primitives (grey-levPI hlohs, scale-space blobs
and edges from non-maximum suppression) used for ext racting
image structure we re defined solely in terms of singularities and
geometric properties in scale-space. These entities can be very
noise sensitive when considered only at one single (arbitrarily se
lected) level of scale. However, here we have shown that they
can give robust results if combined with a careful t reatment of
the scale issue.
The underlying principle we use when extracting image struc
tures is that structure should be invariant under transformations
in parameter space. Our method consists of three steps: ( 1) Vary
the parameters systematically. (2) Detect (locally) stable states
(in tervals). (3) Choose a representative descriptor as an abstrac
tion of each stable interval and pass only this information on
to the higher level modules . In this specific case the parameter
we vary is the scale parameter in the scale-space representation .
However, we believe that this kind of methodology could be ap
plicable also in other types of situations.
6.1

Relations to Previous Work

There are, of course, earlier attempts to derive similar repre
sentations of the grey-level landscape. Rosenfeld and his eo
workers, see e.g. (11 , 26] have studied blob detection in pyra
mids e.g. using relaxation methods. Blos tein & Ahuja (5] detect
texture elements based on zero-crossings and use multiple scales
and a significance measure based on a background noise assump
tion. There is also the wealth of literature on pyramids, see
'In this work we have a.ssurned that the images have been acquired with
sufficient resolution . How this issue can be fu rther coped with is devel oped
in

(6), where we perform acti ve focusing to acqui re new images of higher

resolution with the pu rpose of simplifying the task of cli\Ssifying junctions.

Scale-Space Experiences

Let us point at a few aspects o f scale-space representations that
have been given lit tle or insufficient attention in the literature
and that have to be dealt with in creating a representation of
the sort we want. First, it is noteworthy, that the amount of
noise in real images usually leads to a large number of local ex
trema. These extrema may disappear rather early, provided that
they are subsumed by some more prominent extremum. How
ever , if they occur in a region with smoothly varying grey-levels.
then they will exist over a large range of scale. This effect is alle
viated, but not remedied, by annihilation between near by noise
ex trema. Even though thei r amplitudes decrease rapidly it is
not clear that one can set a t hreshold on objective g rounds. This
problem is related to the issue of estimati ng the noise level in an
image, which hardly can be addressed without any constraining
assumptions, like e.g. in Voo rhees & Poggio (28].
Another property is that images of scenes of even moderate
complexity rarely have a global scale, at which all structure above
the noise level is present. This aspect is explicitly dealt with in
our representation. Dischof & Caelli (4] t reat t he same question
for zero-crossings of t he Laplacian. However , their measure of
stability seems to be more arbitrary.
In this context one can ask more generally what is the rela
tion between our representation and zero-crossings of the second
derivative. We suggest that our representation, with extrema and
their extents, captures important structure. The zero-crossings
will not always be localized in the same places and, therefore.
not represent the same str uctu re. Watt (29]. in fact argues that
the extrema of the second derivative, and not the zero-crossings.
should be used to pick up information about intensity disconti
nuities. We feel that this ques tion should be investigated fur ther.

7

Conclusions

\Ve have presented a multi-scale representation of grey-level im
age structu re similar t Q the p rimal sketch idea. It can be used
fo r extraction of important regions from a n image in a solely
bottom-up data-d riven way, without any a p riori assumptions
about the shape of the primitives. The representation, which
is essentially free from tuning parameters and ad hoc error cri
teria, gives a qualitative description of the grey-level landscape
with information about approximate location , spatial extent and
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an appropriate scale fo r relevant regions in the image. In other
words, it generates coarse but safe segmentation cues. and can
be used as a hypothesis generator for higher-level processes . We
have demonstrated how such information can serve as a guide to
an edge detection scheme working at a locally adapted level of
scale and that it is applicable for automatic cluster detection and
modality analysis of h istograms. More generally, we find this ap
proach useful for guiding the focus-of-attention and tuning other
low-level processes.

scale. If so, the lower blob is registered as a match candidate of the
higher blob, and the higher blob is registered as a match candidate of
the lower blob. What remains to decide is when a blob match should
be accepted. In our current implementation we perform a refinement
in scale each time an unclear matching situat ion occu rs, and accept
matches in principle only when all blob events between the two scale
levels can be classified as either of the cases: single link, blob annihi
lation, blob merge o r blob split . Further details about this algorithm
can be found in (19]. Section 5.
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A

Appendix: Algorithmic Aspect s

\\"hen building the scale-space primal sketch representation of an im
age the re are a few computational aspects that need to be taken into
account. The algorithm fo r creating this suggested data structure con
sists of two major modules; a grey-level blob detection algorithm and
an adaptive scale linking and refinement procedure. In this appendix we
will just attempt to sketch on those parts. A more detailed description
is given in (19].

A.l

Grey-Level Blob D et ect ion

From the defin ition of a grey-level blob one easily real izes that the
following basic properties hold in the classificatio n of the bright blobs of
a disc rete signal. To simplify the presentation let the notation "higher
neig hbour"" stand for "neighbour pixel having a higher grey-level value".
Further, the concept "background" will mean a pixel which has been
classified as not belonging to a blob.
I. If a pixel has no highe r-neighbour then it is a local maximum and
will be the seed of a blob.
2. Else, if it has at least one higher-neighbour which is background
then it cannot be part of a blob and must be background .
3. Else, if it has more than o ne highe r-neighbour and if those higher

neighbours are parts of different blobs then it cannot be a part of
a blob, but must be background .
4 . Else, it has one o r m ore higher-neighbours, which are all parts of
the same blob. Then it must also be a part of that blob.
Starti ng from these properties sequential or parallel blob detection al
gorithms can be easily constructed, see (19] Section 4.

A-2

B lob Linking Stra t eg y

Linking blobs across scales could be a potential source to difficult
matching problems, s ince blobs may move, disappear, merge or split
when the scale parameter changes. However, the notion of a scale-space
with a con tinuous scale parameter gives us a simple way to ci rcumvent
these problems in many cases, since the scale step may be varied at
will. If one is confron ted with a problematic matching situation then
the matching difficulties can often be avoided by refineme nt of the scale
sampling. If the scale step is adaptively made just fine enough it should
be trivial to judge which grey-level blobs belong to the same scale-space
blob. Based on this idea the blob linking between two levels of scale can
be performed based on spatial coincidence. A straightforward strategy
is to start with a relatively fine initial sampling in scale9 and then for
each pair of scale levels traverse all pixels a nd for each point inves ti
gate if it is included in a blob both at the lower scale and at the higher
9
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